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	30 years of experience...

Stucco façade at its best.

 

See offer

NEW LINE!

Regipro drywall prefrabs

See more

Installation of stucco does not have to be difficult.

See our films


Most popular categories
Interior stucco
Curtain Mouldings
Moulding Profiles

Movies
Watch the video

Watch the video

Watch the video



Manufacturer of Interior and Exterior stucco
In our offer you will find high quality products which are impact resistant but on the same time flexible created in an interesting template with unique forms and design.

	Exterior Moulding – In our offer you will find high quality products which are impact resistant but on the same time flexible created in an interesting template with unique forms and design.
	Cornices – the main goal of these elements is to protect the wall before the dripping water; additionally, to enhance the optical perspective of the building
	Spatial Decors such as: Corbels, Keystones, Corner Quoins, Rosettes and Reliefs.
	Columns, Half Columns, Pilaster and insulation lagging are an elegant finish for terraces and entries.


Other items that we are producing: 
Under Windowsill, Consoles, Polystyrol Quoin Molding, Decorative Baluster, Pediments, Arch Cornices and Molding.

Only on our webpage you will find few dozens of ready made decorative stucco sets created by the best architects in order to create a unique window and door arrangement. 
Bearing in mind the best possible custom service we have for few years systematically developed our offer for the interior use. Currently, we are having in our offer over 2000 diverse products. We are cooperating with famous companies from the moulding department such as; NMC, ORAC, MARDOM-DECOR or CATHERINE & DOYLE.

Our wide range offer is able to satisfy even the most fussy tastes.
In our offer we have very cost-effective decors, rosettes and styropor moulding that enables in a fast and cheap way to decorate interior as well as exclusive and mechanical damage resistatnt elements.

	Decorative Moulding, Wall Moulding, Baseboards
	Ceiling and Light Moulding,
	Corners, Rosettes, Decors, Wall Panels, Chimney Enclosure and others...


Remember that a correctly matched stucco gives every facade a special and unique look. The possibility of matching correctly the decorative elements enables the creation of an interior according to individual designs.

We guarantee that in our offer you will find surely something interesting for yourself. Thousands of customers have trusted us – trust us as well


The prices on our website are not valid for the Benelux countries, the profiles get other exclusive/additional treatment and finishing, warranty will only be given when ordered via Benelux agent, please do ask for more information!




Decorative mouldings – Manufacturer with international experience

WMB is a family business manufacturing high-quality façade mouldings and interior moulding elements for over 30 years. We are proud to have extensive experience with thousands of implemented projects, both in Poland and throughout Europe.

Our products offer a mix of tradition and innovation in exterior and interior decoration that is currently used in global construction. Owing to this combination, our customers are provided with durable and easy-to-install products with highly aesthetic design.

We are also taking care to ensure that our products are non-toxic, environmentally friendly and highly resistant to changing weather conditions.

We are extremely proud to be based in Poland where all stages of our products take place - starting from the design, through the manufacturing of decorative mouldings and quality control, to packaging and delivery of finished goods to our customers.








Chose timeless architectural facade decorations

The main category of our products includes façade mouldings which can help you transform the façade of any building according to your preferences.

The most popular architectural elements include façade frames and window ledges, pediments, corbels, brackets, quoins, as well as post and wall caps.

Cornices that protect exterior walls from dripping water are also very popular among our clients. They vary in design including socles, crown cornices, belt cornices, window cornices and frames.

Our assortment also includes a wide selection of decorative columns and pilasters, which are often chosen by customers living in single-family homes.

When offering façade mouldings, manufacturers tend to forget about non-standard sizes and shapes. This is not the case at WMB where we can easily customize our products to meet customer requirements, e.g. by converting façade profiles or cornices into arches.

What is also important, all our products are highly flexible and fit perfectly any building while eliminating the risk of microcracks.








Every single detail of your interior design matters

We are perfectly aware of the fact that our customers are also looking for products that will change the interior design of their homes and apartments and make it timeless. That is why our offer includes various interior decors.

Our interior mouldings include baseboards, curtain profiles, concealed light moulding, ceiling profiles, wall moulding and flexible moulding. We also provide door frames, ceiling roses, columns, half-columns, cornices, door architrave and skirting board corners. A wide selection of architectural elements facilitates decoration of floors, walls, ceilings, doors and furniture in your apartment, no matter whether modern or eclectic.

The products offered can be painted with water-based flexible coatings, thus can easily fit any individual taste.

As a manufacturer of decorative mouldings we also offer a wide range of specialist paints, adhesives, sealants, repair compounds and tools designed for installation of interior and façade mouldings. We always provide professional advice to our customers at every stage of the investment.

A team of experienced specialists from WMB including enthusiasts of design and architecture, will be more than happy to assist you in making decision about decorative elements and guide you through the installation process, so that the final effect will meet your expectations. You are welcome to contact us!







Visit our store wmb.com.plFast shopping
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